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Sliding doors leave no margin of doubt when it comes to practical functionality and clean look. Supreme user
friendliness and individually tailored design versatility make them the ideal answer to the demands of modern
living. Hettich offers the right sliding door solution for every market segment while meeting the most exacting
demands on quality, convenience and functionality.
TopLine XL: Invisibly smart. Whisper quiet
How easy can 80 kg sliding doors be made to run? How gentle can solid fronts be made to close?
TopLine XL provides new answers: the concealed premium sliding door system from Hettich makes large doors
weighing up to 80 kg run with fascinating ease and smoothness. In outstanding quality and perfected design.
Door elements of any size quietly glide with effortless ease in the top-running sliding door system. The fully
concealed Silent System damping function brings added luxury and convenience. The new damper generation
provides the last word in luxurious user convenience with every conceivable damper function: in closing and
opening direction, in both directions for 3-door applications, collision damping. TopLine XL is synonymous with
perfect, horizontal door movement.
The system is surprisingly easy to install and adjust. The sliding doors are simply hooked into the top runner profile.
A light press against the carcase is all it takes as well to engage the bottom rollers in the guide profile below the
bottom panel. Once fitted, all components are concealed out of view.
Large-format, floor-to-ceiling cabinet designs and alcove solutions are easy to produce too. The integrated heightadjustment mechanism is also accessible with doors in place. This way, doors can easily be aligned with perfect
precision. The result: a closed cabinet front with a look of perfection and fascinating beauty.
TopLine L: Unadulterated versatility
The TopLine L sliding door fitting from Hettich satisfies exacting demands with perfection – from ease of installation
to convenience of use.
TopLine L meets all practical demands placed on a modern sliding door system while also appealing to the senses.
It impresses with its ease of installation, simplicity of height adjustment and luxurious convenience in everyday use.
TopLine L provides outstanding running quality even for doors weighing up to 50 kg. The system’s non-corroding,
tough material ensures years of unrelenting performance.
With the same runner and guide components suitable for solid and aluminium-framed fronts, it provides huge
flexibility in the choice of door materials. Particularly convenient: Height can be adjusted with doors hung and
closed without having to undo the fixing screws on the runner components. Combined with the Silent System
damping function, TopLine L provides added convenience that’s noticed but not seen.
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TopLine M: Great convenience for small cabinets
The TopLine M sliding door system for wardrobes and hallway units with overlay doors weighing up to 35 kg gives
furniture manufacturers and fabricators the option of changing from hinged to sliding door applications with
incredible ease. Using the carcase end profiles belonging to the system guarantees full constructional freedom for
overlay doors while leaving carcase design unchanged and without altering the production process.
Opting for TopLine M, manufacturers previously favouring inset configurations can align model ranges towards
designer-style overlay constructions without major effort.

